The image of the individual "modernist" striving to "make it new": around and against that figure looms usually the specter of cultural institutions working to "keep it old." Whatever truth there may be in this picture, the history of modernism encompassed in this volume could not have been accomplished without the extraordinary resources of a number of major institutions and the exceptional dedication of individuals serving within those organizations. The work of collection and preservation that occurs as the mission of such institutions -the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin, the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale University, the Modernist Journals Project at Brown University and University of Tulsa, to name just a few -is now part of an institutionalization of modernism itself as a subject of academic study. As the Modernist Studies Association signals by its title, there is a sense of collective enterprise in this endeavor nowadays, and this feeling provides a sense of energy and direction to scholars working diversely across its fields. That is the institution -at its best a community of interests not just shared in being the same but shared between individuals -that I want to acknowledge most sincerely here. This community, loose and even virtual as it may be, seems to me to be the effective center as well as the true future of modernist studies. In ways little and large, sometimes subtle and often striking, I have benefited from gifts so far beyond the scope of mentioning specifically that I must let this general expression of recognition and gratitude serve, and stand. More specifically, and immediately: to the personnel of Cambridge University Press. Ray Ryan, as senior acquisitions editor, has been indefatigable and invaluable as always, and his assistant Caitlin Gallagher maintained the day-by-day work circulating with cordial efficiency. Managing the production, Victoria Parrin has been a true collaborator, adapting my own vision of the book to available possibilities. The task of copy-editing a volume of this Where a Cambridge History assumes longevity of relevance as one of its standard-setting aims, volumes in this series have also taken legendarily long to produce. And so it is remarkable again that it has taken scarcely five years to move from envisioning this volume to producing it. Speed is of course no absolute value, but it is important that the many chapters of a work of this size not seem to belong to significantly different critical-cultural time zones. That no corner was cut in this process magnifies my gratitude, first of all, to those helping me at Washington University in St. Louis. The staff in the English department, especially Kelly Camerer and Meredith Lane, proved the truth of their indispensability to everything we do, and in their usual myriad ways. To the graduate students who worked with me on this volume I also owe an immense debt: to Aileen Waters at the beginning of the process and Sam Smith at its end and, in the long middle, as every contributor to the volume will know, to Courtney Andree, who checked the facts on everything from quotations to historical sources. It is a truer history for her work.
"That no corner was cut in this process": I quote myself with the rueful humor no doubt shared by the contributors, who bore up admirably well under the sometimes strenuous pleasures of editorial interactions. And so I wish to acknowledge finally the generosity which these scholars demonstrate -in taking on this work in the first place; in adapting themselves to my initial design and offering adaptations to it from their own resources of knowledge and judgment; and for doing it all so well. It is not customary to inscribe formal dedications to volumes of this kind; if provision could be made for this one, it would be given to those whose work occurs within.
Acknowledgement for all works of visual art requiring it is provided with the image and in this volume's list of illustrations. Quotations from print media are being used in line with the "fair use" standard of critical, educational, and interpretive purposes. Gustave Flaubert, Madame Bovary. 
